
Can a Textbook Publisher
Become 

A Technology Company?

Gus A. Vibal, President and CEO, Vibal Group

Or how I future-proofed my 
company with ePub3 and the 

Cloud



From publishing and textbook printing... To the cloud?



Vibal Group is...

• 61-year old Philippine K-12 publisher

• Faced with rapid consumerization of technology

• New opportunities, new business models

• Looked to other Asian countries for digital 
education exemplars especially South Korea



The KERIS Textbook Model
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Digital Strategy
• Because most schools have slow access to Internet, 

deploy local servers with virtual machines and 
asynchronous access to cloud

• Install Wi-Fi access points in school campus

• Package each digital book as an integrated learning 
management system (LMS)

• Assessments and student activities should be 
packaged within the book and not deployed as 
online resources



Vibal Digital Textbook
Core Technologies

E-textbooks are coded as web pages but 
packaged as ePub files. ePub 3.0 is essential for 
offline delivery as most Philippine and Asian 
schools do not have school-wide Internet.



Custom Online Bookstore



Institutional Services
Where we provide a set of integrated services 
to institutions (public and private) using print
and digital platforms

Our Business Models
Direct Delivery
Where we own and operate the learning institution 
(physical, virtual and/or blended), providing an 
integrated learning environment direct to the learner 
rather than through other parties

Publishing Services
Authoring and editing solutions

Custom Bookstore 
Custom-branded online bookstore

Cloud and Networking
Inter-campus network design

Print-on-demand 
Scholarly publications to increase 
university ranking

Learning management system
Manage student retention and learning

Hardware Reselling
Partnerships with Google, Apple, Acer
Microsoft

V-Tech Training and Accreditation Center
TESDA accreditation and delivery of 
non-formal education

Vibal MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
Distance education at a fraction of the cost
in partnership with Google and Philippine 
Normal University

Teacher Training 
Integrating technology solutions with 
education 

Curriculum Services
Custom curriculum design and development



Vibal’s Record of 
Agile Innovation
Rapid Roll-out of Technology Innovations 

(2012 to Present)



Key Themes
• Scaling of capital investment in technology 

• Integration of technology as Vibal’s third core 
business

• Growth of Vibal’s national and international network 
of content, educational, and technology partners

• ASEAN integration; Vibal as a Southeast Asian-
facing enterprise



1st Philippine Cloud Bookstore

Rolled out in 2012; 
uses Vibal DRM (128-bit AES encryption) 



Native Apps

Android Reader
(June 2011)

iOS Reader
(March 2012)

Windows 8 Reader
(October 2012)

Chrome Reader
(October 2013)



Administration = V-Smart 

School Server

Broadband = Internet or 

Wi-Fi Connectivity

Content =Local or 

Global, Commercial or 

Free

Device = Any device 

chosen by the school or 

mixed use

V-Smart 
School 
Launched in 
2013



Powered by &

Public beta launch in April 2014

Mobile LMS



Log your students’
scores instantly 
on your
gradebook
 Search a quiz 

or test by 
name 

Track your 
students’
performance at a 
glance

Gradebook



Create quizzes/tests
mapped to the 
Philippine
K-12 curriculum or 
to the US Common 
Core

Test Guru



See how your 
students perform
within their level
or across
levels and subjects

School and Class 
Profiles



Detailed analysis 
of student
performance
based on domain

Granular
view of individual
student’s test scores 
mapped to curriculum
competency/content
standards

Student profile



V-Smart Architecture for Offline/Online Learning

OnlineOffline via 
Local Server

Intermittent & Asynchronous
Online Access



V-Smart Server 
Components

Application
Connectivity

Plug n’ Play
Modular Moodle

Framework



V-Smart Client 
Implementation

Learning

Reading



Content + Authoring + 
Analytics + Social + 

Learning Management 
     

= V-Smart            



Philippine Mobile Devices Context

• June 2014: 250,000 tablet 
install base; 280,000 e-
textbooks 

• 2013: Sold 8,000 tablets 

• 2014: Sold 10,000 tablets and 
backend enterprise systems 
(servers/storage/networking/
cloud) 

• 2015: Projected sales of over 
150,000 learning devices



Vibal Learning Devices

iPad Mini
USD315

Samsung Galaxy Note 8
USD360

Acer Iconia W4
USD 320 

Acer Chromebook
USD290

Polaroid 7” Platinum 
USD100

Coby MID 7025
USD90



First HP Digital Web Press 
in Southeast Asia

Oct 2013: Acquired HP T230 (with digital finishing 
line); 15% cheaper printing cost for jobs with print 
runs of 500-5000 copies





First Government Cloud

Launched first private in-country cloud for government 
and education on Dec 27, 2013



Vibal + Open Compute
• Initiated by Facebook and supported by Intel, Microsoft, HP, Quanta, 

Wiwynn

• Open source data center designs 

• Provides low-cost, large-scale, vanity-free alternatives to branded 
computing solutions 

• Used by Facebook data centers to serve 1.2b people 



Vibal + Open Compute
• With deployment of Quanta’s 

Rackgo 700, Vibal is the first 
Open Compute installation in SE 
Asia 

• Expansion of Vibal’s public 
cloud service capacity

• Vibal to distribute and install 
Open Compute hardware for 
enterprise and government



Tech Partners



Content Partners



Built on World-Class 
Technology Standards

International Digital
Publishing Forum

Standards for 
e-publication

Standards for 
interoperability in learning 

management and 
assessment systems and 

analytics



Asian Alliance for
Technology in Education

(ASIANATE)

• Wattana Phanit of Thailand, 
the leading schoolbook 
publisher of Thailand

• Shouyang, leading e-
learning company of Taiwan

• In talks with Indian, 
Japanese, Malaysian and 
Indonesian counterparts

Vibal and the Asian Alliance for 
Technology and Education (ASIANATE)

PHILIPPINES

JAPAN

THAILAND

TAIWAN

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA

INDIA

• Network of Asian 
tech and publishing 
companies with 
unified cloud 
computing platform, 
common devices, 
and shared best 
practices

• Consortium led by 
Vibal



Future Proofing

Accomplishment Challenge

Immensely scaled out and 
diversified product line…

… aimed at diversified 
market segments

How do we market, sell and support multiple 
product lines? We’re used to selling one type of 
product only to a core audience and in 
predictable cycles. 

How do we make sure that we will be responsive 
to customer and partner needs? We’re used to 
dealing with very few long-term partners and a 
mostly monolithic core audience.  



Future Proofing

Accomplishment Challenge

Key investments in new 
technologies and 
products

Radical company 
transformation and 
integration

How do we make sure that we can recover our 
investments and within the right timeframe? We 
have been used to looking only at the bottom line 
at the end of a business cycle since we basically 
only had one core business. 

How do we make sure that we are all aligned, 
both with respect to our goals and values? We’re 
used to thinking of our place in the world as 
publisher and printer. 



To learn more about my 
company’s journey

• “Digital Leap: Over half a century old, a book publishing company finds billion peso 
potential in digital,“ Entrepreneur Magazine, February 2014



http://vibalgroup.com

To  learn more about how a 
publisher can become a 

technology company

Visit our corporate website at:

Or email me at gvibal@vibalgroup.com


